FOR LIVE PROGRAM ONLY

Vacation Homes After Tax Reform: Rental vs. Personal
Property, Maximizing Expenses, Conversions, Personal Use
TUESDAY, JULY 16, 2019, 1:00-2:50 pm Eastern

IMPORTANT INFORMATION FOR THE LIVE PROGRAM
This program is approved for 2 CPE credit hours. To earn credit you must:
• Participate in the program on your own computer connection (no sharing) – if you need to register
additional people, please call customer service at 1-800-926-7926 ext. 1 (or 404-881-1141 ext. 1).
Strafford accepts American Express, Visa, MasterCard, Discover.
• Listen on-line via your computer speakers.
• Respond to five prompts during the program plus a single verification code.
• To earn full credit, you must remain connected for the entire program.

WHO TO CONTACT DURING THE LIVE PROGRAM
For Additional Registrations:
-Call Strafford Customer Service 1-800-926-7926 x1 (or 404-881-1141 x1)
For Assistance During the Live Program:
-On the web, use the chat box at the bottom left of the screen
If you get disconnected during the program, you can simply log in using your original instructions and PIN.

Tips for Optimal Quality

FOR LIVE PROGRAM ONLY

Sound Quality
When listening via your computer speakers, please note that the quality
of your sound will vary depending on the speed and quality of your internet
connection.
If the sound quality is not satisfactory, please e-mail sound@straffordpub.com
immediately so we can address the problem.
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Notice
ANY TAX ADVICE IN THIS COMMUNICATION IS NOT INTENDED OR WRITTEN BY
THE SPEAKERS’ FIRMS TO BE USED, AND CANNOT BE USED, BY A CLIENT OR ANY
OTHER PERSON OR ENTITY FOR THE PURPOSE OF (i) AVOIDING PENALTIES THAT
MAY BE IMPOSED ON ANY TAXPAYER OR (ii) PROMOTING, MARKETING OR
RECOMMENDING TO ANOTHER PARTY ANY MATTERS ADDRESSED HEREIN.
You (and your employees, representatives, or agents) may disclose to any and all persons,
without limitation, the tax treatment or tax structure, or both, of any transaction
described in the associated materials we provide to you, including, but not limited to,
any tax opinions, memoranda, or other tax analyses contained in those materials.
The information contained herein is of a general nature and based on authorities that are
subject to change. Applicability of the information to specific situations should be
determined through consultation with your tax adviser.





GENERAL RULE OF THUMB: Vacation Homes are classified
either as a personal residence or a rental business property
dependent on usage.
Vacation homes are personal residences when:
◦ Property is rented out more than 14 days per year AND personal usage
of the property also exceeds 14 days or 10 percent of the number of
days per year.



Vacation homes are considered rental income property when:
◦ Property is rented out more than 14 days per year AND personal usage
does NOT exceed the greater of 14 days or 10% of the days you rent
out the home.
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EXAMPLE:
John and Jane Doe own a vacation home. They rent out their vacation
home to offset some of the costs with the income gained.
In 2020, they rent out the home 160 days. They use the home for
personal use 15 days.
How will it be classified? What if they used the home for personal use 20
days instead of 15?
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Exclusively for personal enjoyment?
Deduct your mortgage interest and real estate taxes on
Schedule A
Deduction for property taxes now capped at $10,000
TCJA changes for residence interest
Limit on acquisition debt (debt that is secured by the
taxpayer's principal home and/or a second home, or incurred
in acquiring, constructing, or substantially improving the
home) is reduced to $750,000
The $1 million, pre-TCJA limit applies to debt incurred before
Dec. 15, 2017 and refinancing pre-Dec. 15, 2017 acquisition
debt, to the extent the debt resulting from the refinancing
does not exceed the original debt amount.
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You need not report any of the rental income on your Form
1040.
No deductions expenses directly attributable to the rental
period
During the week of a big concert or sporting: Rent for a short
period at high rates and pay no federal income tax.
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“Personal use days” as defined in Sec. 280A(d)(2) include:
◦ Use by “the taxpayer or any other person who has an interest in such
unit, or by any member of the family of the taxpayer or such other
person.”
◦ Use by a person related to a partner or S corporation shareholder is
considered to be personal use by the partner or S corporation
shareholder.
◦ Even if the property is rented, if the owner retains free access to the
unit, those days will be considered personal use days.
◦ Use under house-swapping arrangements, whether or not fair rental is
charged.
◦ Use by any individual who does not pay fair market rent.
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Report rental income on Schedule E of Form 1040.
Deduct any direct rental expenses such as commissions and
advertising on Schedule E.
Allocate mortgage interest and property taxes between rental
on Schedule E and personal use on Schedule A
Deduct as rental costs allocable indirect expenses —
maintenance, utilities, association fees, insurance,
depreciation and so forth on Schedule E — but only to the
point where you zero out rental income.
Write off the personal-use percentage on Schedule A, subject
to the new Tax Cuts and Jobs Act of 2017 (TCJA) limits
Carry over any disallowed indirect expenses to future years
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The IRS position: Consider only actual rental & personal-use
days. Ignore days of vacancy.
Courts have allowed treating days of vacancy as personal
days. Tax Court (Buchholz, TC Memo 1983-378), Ninth
Circuit (Bolton v. Comm., (1982) & Tenth Circuit (McKinney v.
Comm., (1983)
Before the TCJA, the Appeals Court method was often more
beneficial because it allocates more mortgage interest and
property taxes to Schedule A, which were not affected by
rental loss limitations
After the TCJA, some vacation-home owners may benefit
from using the IRS-approved method instead of the Appeals
Court method.
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Annual nonrefundable personal tax credit under Section 25D
for the purchase of certain residential energy efficient
property is available for vacation properties
the credit is equal to the sum of 30 percent of the amount
paid for:
Qualified solar electric property
Qualified solar water heating property
Qualified small wind energy property
Qualified geothermal heat pump property
Property placed in service in 2020: 26 percent credit
Property placed in service in 2021: 22 percent credit
can't be used to heat a swimming pool or hot tub.
The credit covers installation and labor costs and includes
sales tax.
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The TCJA establishes a new deduction based on a
noncorporate owner’s qualified business income (QBI) from a
pass-through business entity
Qualifying entities: a sole proprietorship(Schedule C or
Schedule E), a limited liability company (LLC), a partnership,
an LLC treated as a partnership for tax purposes, or an S
corporation.
The deduction generally equals 20% of QBI
The new QBI deduction can offset net income from a
profitable rental real estate activity that you own through a
pass-through entity.
Rental real estate activity counts as a business for purposes
of the QBI deduction
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The TCJA increases the maximum Section 179 deduction to
$1 million (up from $510,000 for tax years beginning in
2017).
Sec. 179 allows you to deduct the entire cost of eligible
property in the first year it is placed into service.
For real estate owners, eligible property includes
improvements to an interior portion of a nonresidential
building if the improvements are placed in service after the
date the building was placed in service.
The new law expands the definition of eligible property to
include depreciable tangible personal property used
predominantly to furnish lodging. Examples of such property
include: Beds and other Furniture and Appliances
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The TCJA increases the first-year bonus depreciation
percentage to 100% (up from 50%). The 100% deduction is
allowed for both new and used qualified property.
Qualified property includes qualified improvement property
includes Qualified leasehold improvement property: Now
eligible for 15-year straight-line depreciation and are,
therefore, also eligible for the alternative of 100% first-year
bonus depreciation.
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When selling a principal residence, the IRS generally allows
you to exclude up to $500,000 (married, filing jointly) or
$250,000 (single) of capital gains profits.
However, this does not apply to 2nd homes, such as vacation
homes. Thus, a sale of a vacation home may result in taxation
of all capital gains. And, if sold within a year of owning the
property, the profits will be likely taxed at short term capital
gains rates.

Taxation becomes more complicated when the second home
has been treated as a rental income property.
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Are there ways to avoid this capital gains tax? ANSWER: Yes,
but they require careful planning.
Making your vacation home a primary residence: If you live in
the house for at least two years, you may be able to have the
home treated as a principle residence and thus avoid capital
gains.
1031 Exchange: If your vacation home qualifies, you may be
eligible for a 1031 exchange. This would require you sell the
vacation home, but purchase a new rental or investment
property of equal or greater value. This would only apply to
rental properties and not personal residences.
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There are potential tax benefits of converting your vacation
home to a personal residence.
Potential way to avoid some capital gains taxation.

What is a primary residence? IRS defines as a home where the
owner used it as primary residence for two (2) years out of
the last five (5) years.
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Example:




John and Jane Doe own a home in Michigan they bought in
2005 for $100,000. They also own a home in Florida they
bought in 2014 for $100,000, which they rented out.
If they sell the Michigan home for $300,000, they have zero
capital gains tax, because the first $500,000 is excluded and
the capital gains were only $200,000. If they sell the Florida
home for $300,000 (without converting to personal
residence), they will be taxed on the full amount of capital
gains.
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Example Continued:


However, to save on capital gains taxes, John and Jane could
move into the vacation home and establish it as a primary
residence. As long as they live in the home as primary
residence for at least two (2) years in the last five (5) years,
they could claim or portion of the exclusion (reduced by
amount of time rented).
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Example Continued:




So, if in 2017, John and Jane moved into the home and
established it for (2) years as a personal residence, they
would be eligible for the partial claim.
The home was purchased in 2014. It served as a rental
property for 3 years until 2017. From 2017 to 2019 it was
their personal residence. They sell for $300,000, with
$200,000 capital gains. They would be entitled to claim an
exclusion as to 40% of those gains, or $80,000. The
remaining $120,000 would still be subject to capital gains tax
(as the property was an investment property for 60% of their
ownership time).
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Why keep vacation homes in the family?
◦ Legacy and tradition
◦ Avoiding capital gains taxes
The tax basis of a home inherited by children will be
recalculated at the time of death (“step up basis”) thereby
potentially eliminating large capital gains taxes.
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Example
John and Jane Doe own a vacation home they purchased for
$100,000.00. It is now worth $250,000.00. Because it is not
a principle residence, if they sell it today, they will realize
capital gains of $150,000 for which they will be taxed.
But, if they instead leave it to their children, then their
children will inherit it with a basis of the date of death value.
If the date of death value is $250,000, then the children
would inherit it at that stepped up basis. Meaning, they can
sell the vacation home for $250,000 with potentially no
capital gains taxes.
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